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The Feed Zone Cookbook offers 150 athlete-friendly recipes that are simple, delicious, and easy
to prepare.When Dr. Allen Lim left the lab to work with pro cyclists, he found a peloton weary of
food. For years the sport's elite athletes had been underperforming on bland fare and processed
bars and gels. Science held few easy answers for nutrition in the real world, where hungry
athletes must buy ingredients; make meals; and enjoy eating before, during, and after each
workout, day after day.So Lim set out to make eating delicious and practical. His journey began
with his mom, took him inside the kitchens of the Tour de France, and delivered him to a dinner
party where he met celebrated chef Biju Thomas.Chef Biju and Dr. Lim vetted countless meals
with the world’s best endurance athletes in the most demanding test kitchens. In The Feed Zone
Cookbook: Fast and Flavorful Food for Athletes, Thomas and Lim share their energy-packed,
wholesome recipes to make meals easy to prepare, delicious to eat, and better for
performance.The Feed Zone Cookbook provides 150 delicious recipes that even the busiest
athletes can prepare in less time than it takes to warm up for a workout. With simple recipes
requiring just a handful of ingredients, Biju and Allen show how easy it is for athletes to prepare
their own food, whether at home or on the go.The Feed Zone Cookbook strikes the perfect
balance between science and practice so that athletes will change the way they think about
food, replacing highly processed food substitutes with real, nourishing foods that will satisfy
every athlete’s cravings.The Feed Zone Cookbook includes150 delicious recipes illustrated with
full-color photographsBreakfasts, lunches, recovery meals, dinners, snacks, dessertsDr. Allen
Lim's take on the science and practice of foodPortable real food snacks, including Lim’s famous
rice cakesDozens of quick-prep meals for before and after workoutsShortcuts, substitutions, and
techniques to save time in the kitchenOver 100 gluten-free and vegetarian alternatives to
favorite dishes

“Hawaii Ironman® athletes have 17 hours to cross the finish line, but these 17 profiles of the
sport’s most iconic figures will have Kona hopefuls engrossed within minutes.” — Triathlete
magazine"I thought I knew most of these stories from the television coverage, but 17 Hours to
Glory offers a more detailed account and backstory of what each Ironman athlete endured to
achieve their 17 hours of glory. I'm honored to be included in such an incredible collection of
competitors!" — Karen Smyers, Ironman World Champion and ITU World Champion“Triathlon
has a brief but interesting past, and 17 Hours to Glory is a much-needed history lesson for fans
of the rapidly growing sport. If you're a serious triathlete already, this book gives great insight into
how the sport's biggest stars reached the top. If you're new to triathlon, consider this a great aid
to learning about the sport at its highest level. Either way, 17 Hours to Glory is an interesting read
for triathletes at all levels.” — Active.com From the Back CoverFrom the moment the starting gun



is fired on Kona's sandy beach, triathletes have 17 hours to cross the finish line. Those hours
test men and women, forcing them to look deep within themselves, revealing both heroes and
champions.17 Hours to Glory celebrates the ultimate achievements of seventeen athletes with
unbelievable drive and true strength of character, each portrait building a picture of triathlon s
most storied race.The Ironman® World Championship is the measure of a triathlete, but 17
Hours to Glory shows there are no limits on the possibilities of the human spirit.Julie MossMark
AllenTeam HoytPaula Newby-FraserGreg WelchSister Madonna BuderKaren SmyersThomas
HellriegelDavid Bailey and Carlos MoledaAndreas NiedrigRobert McKeagueSarah
ReinertsenPeter ReidNatascha BadmannMarc HerremansNormann StadlerChrissie
WellingtonAbout the Author Mathias Müller has competed in seven Ironman races, and
finished the Ironman-Hawaii (1997, 1998, 2005) three times. His best performance was to finish
in 99th overall in 9:28 hours in Roth, Germany, in 1998. He has been writing for several German
magazines and newspapers over the last 15 years. Timothy Carlson is among triathlon's most
beloved journalists and photographers. He writes for Inside Triathlon and Triathlete magazines.
He is also an author of Embedded: The Media Wars in Iraq, which he wrote with co-author Bill
Katovsky.Read more
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Asher Taylor-Dawson, “Recipes Even A Cyclist Can Manage!. Let's face it: cycling devours time.
And, while cyclists can be some of the most insanely detail-oriented people on earth (qv: The
Rules of the Velominati!), we tend to choose to apply that microfocus to a narrow range of
interests -- bikes, and possibly whatever avocation pays for our true vocation, which is bikes.Of
course, we need to eat -- and if we want our machines to run smoothly, we need to eat well,
since we're their engines. However, by the time we make it into the kitchen, we're often running
on a limited budget where time and energy are concerned. After all, who wants to ride forty or
fifty miles, put in a full day's work, maybe put in another ride, juggle a cookbook and a laundry
list of instructions and ingredients, and then spend another half an hour cleaning up?In my
household, this conundrum led to a lot of eating on the fly: dining out too often (with its attendant
expense), heating up frozen whatever, or recycling the same stale recipes over and over simply
because they were quick and didn't require me (the household cook; also the household roadie)
to crack open a cookbook.Enter 
  
The Feed Zone Cookbook: Fast and Flavorful Food for Athletes

  
  
. While its recipes should work just fine for endurance athletes of any stripe, it's written by
people familiar with cycling and, apparently, with cyclists in mind ... and it's a life-saver (or, at
least, a wallet-saver).In their cookbook, Thomas and Lim have managed to drum up quite an
array of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, most featuring a short list of whole-food ingredients.
Several have become go-to meals in my house: Wine and Soy Mushrooms (page 193), Lamb
and Chickpea Stew (page 167 - we make it with beef if we don't have lamb on hand), Tuna and
Broccoli with Noodles (page 148), and Honey Ginger Chicken Wraps (page 136) are all
household favorites, and I have adopted the self-explanatory Rice And Eggs (page 59) as my go-
to breakfast (I make a big batch of rice each week and keep it in tubs in the fridge). Various oven-
free rice cakes (which can be made ahead) and Waffle Ride Sandwiches (page 109)come along
on longer rides.Also included are instructions for making a number of condiments and side-
dishes, though ready-made alternatives are frequently suggested for those who have yet to lay
back a store of the home-made versions. There are even dessert recipes, including a delicious-



looking granita (admittedly, I haven't tried this one yet).The clean, sparse layout of the text
sections makes the recipes easy to use and read. Big, colorful pictures pique the appetite.
Clear, step-by-step instructions are written without any fuss. Moreover, most recipes are
confined to a single page -- very handy for those of us who are easily distracted (like m--
SQUIRREL!).Surprisingly, while most of these recipes take roughly 30 minutes or less to whip
up, the results are delicious (I would have been entirely satisfied with "good enough"). My better
half (who is much pickier than I am -- after a hard day's ride, I will eat almost anything) has raved
over several of them. A few more-involved recipes are included -- the recipe notes even tell you
which ones they are! -- but the vast majority are quick and easy: perfect week-night fare for busy
athletes.I'm pretty creative in the kitchen, and I've found that the recipes are highly adaptable
and make great jumping-off points. My spouse, meanwhile, is simply glad that we're not eating
the same old thing day in and day out anymore. I'm looking forward to the arrival of cooler
weather so I can test-drive the recipes that require the use of an oven (not an option in our
poorly-ventilated house during the summer).All that notwithstanding, I think the greatest
contribution this book has made to my life has been an improvement in the overall nutritional
profile of my diet. I have noticed gains both in performance on the bike and in how well I feel off
the bike. I suspect that simply putting better fuel in my engine has much to do with that.The only
drawback I can think of, here, is that the book itself is so crammed with pictures and recipes that
it's pretty heavy -- but most cookbooks are. That's nothing a good cookbook stand can't fix!In
short, if you're on the fence about purchasing the Feed Zone Cookbook, go for it. I suspect you
won't regret it.”

emyl kasse, “Recetas deliciosas. Excelente”

Anne P. Mitchell, “NOT Just for Athletes! Great for Everyone (Including People Eating
Vegetarian, Paleo, and Gluten-Free)!. I LOVE this cookbook (and trust me, I know from
cookbooks.... "Hello, I'm Anne" ("Hi Anne") ..."and I have a cookbook problem.") In fact, of the
hundreds of cookbooks that I have, many of them vegetarian (like me) or vegan, this is destined
to become one of my favourites! This cookbook is *not* vegetarian, but it is still great *for*
vegetarians (and, obviously, omnivores as well).The premise of this cookbook is creating easy,
tasty food for serious athletes, so the recipes are with that in mind, including an entire section on
portable things that your athlete can bring with them on, say, a long bike ride or such. BUT!...if
you are not an athlete (I'm not) don't let any of this throw you off.The recipes are WONDERFUL,
and INNOVATIVE, and UNIQUE! And the pictures will have you salivating (just not on the book,
please). Non-athletes will love how easy and straight-forward the recipes are (many of them
providing one of those "now why didn't *I* think of that??" moments). Parents will love how
*healthful* and nutritionally correct (for lack of a better term) many of the breakfasts and snack
bars are. And of course athletes will eat it all up (pun intended).Here's what else I love about this
book: It is very well constructed! It is hardcover, but in an easy-to-hang-on-to size (it even fits in



my counter-top basket-o-cookbooks), and the authors (or their publisher) have even included a
connected slender ribbon to use as a bookmark.I happened to learn about this book listening to
local radio, during a "summer reading" segment - one of the guests mentioned this cookbook, as
the authors are local to me.  I am *so glad*!!  And you will be too if you get this cookbook.”

M. Bates, “Excellent book. I absolutely love this book. It covers not only your main meals but
also snacks and on the go stuff. Everything I've made from the book is delicious - filling, yet not
a heavy meal. One thing I really like about this book is that it still incorporates a fair amount of
meat and sugars. Usually athlete-specific cookbooks seem to be really spartan with what you're
allowed to eat. You'll see a lot of low-fat and low-sugar ingredients. Allen Lim still includes fats
and sugars but they're used as accents and not to dominate the meal.I also really like that he's
not using a lot of weird, hard to find ingredients. There are a few recipes that use things that
most people probably don't have in their cupboards, like quinoa or a couple weird flours (I don't
have the book in front of me but I think he uses almond flour, among others) but these things are
easy to find, even in my small hick town. The recipes are also pretty easy to make. He uses rice
as a base for several meals, so you toss that in a rice cooker and quickly make the rest.I highly
recommend this book if you're on a nice exercise program, and I highly recommend this book if
you're just looking to eat healthier. I haven't tried everything, but every meal I've made is very
good and doesn't seem like it's a 'healthy meal' but rather just a good meal. The book is also
very high quality. Heavyweight pages, color, full page pictures, great writing. It's one of the best
cookbooks I have. I'd say it rivals a Martha Stewart cookbook in way the presentation makes you
want to try every single meal.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Easy to follow recipes. This review is long overdue. My high school son
is on the cross county team and is always hungry. I struggled to feed him interesting, healthy
meals. This cookbook is just what I needed. I have tried all the recipes and they are super easy
to prepare. My son loves all of them and has started to prepare them himself. I would definitely
recommend it to everyone, not just athletes.”

Smiffy, “Food and nutrition information for serious athletes. This isn't an everyday cookbook, it is
for people doing some serious exercise who are looking for recipes and proper scientific
information to back them up. The aim is to fuel your sport, so don't expect anything fancy and do
expect to gain weight if you don't use up the calories with a high level of exercise. The author
explains really well how the body deals with the different food groups and what helps you to
absorb the nutrition you need and not experience nasty GI side effects. Quite a technical book.”

Linda Rees, “Pleased. Really good book and mix of science and experiential learning used to
create the dishes.”

its worth the effort, “good ideas. full of interesting alternatives and good nutritional flavourful food



where it is too easy to take packaged cardboard textured carbs”

Maureen Thornton, “the feed zone cookbook. Bought for my son in law who I'd training for long
distance cycling.  He found it very helpful and enjoyable.”

I C Why, “excellent. very good recipes for cyclists.food before, during and after a ride.easy to
make snacks for taking on a ride.”

The book by Don Fink has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 596 people have provided feedback.
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